Product Showcase
Next Level Apparel

Unisex PCH Pullover Crew
The 9002 Unisex PCH Pullover is your go-to pullover for laidback days in or outdoors. A classic sweatshirt construction,
and a comfortable relaxed fit with just the right amount of
weight to keep you cozy.

Continental Marketing Services
Classic Toiletry Kit Bag

Made of Polycanvas 600D material with gray color accent
zippered main compartment; Front zippered pocket for
accessories; Self fabric handle on side for easy carrying.

Gill Studios, Inc.
Sticker Sheet

Stickers are searched 1.5 Million times per month. Use the Gillline EZ as 123 method to create unique sticker sheets for the
win! Select from 4 stock designs, printed in brilliant full color.

Outdoor Cap Co, Inc.
Hat - OC502M

The OC502M is a new cap featuring a laser perforated front
panel with contrasting color. This 5-panel cap has a slight
curved visor with our modern profile, the Pro Round Crown and
soft snap closure.

ImprintID

Face Mask with Full Color Imprint
Stay safe and keep your mask close with our Face Mask
Lanyard Combo! Both the mask and lanyard are produced
with Full-Color imprint. The adjustable lanyard includes snap
buttons and the masks will have adjustable ear loops and a
metal nose bridge. Adult and youth sizes available

Product Showcase
Rhombus Canvas LLC
Messenger Bag (2 Colors)

Our 12.5” H x 14” W x 3”D Urban Messenger Bag is a
10 oz canvas bag with easy access to your laptop or
paperwork that’s perfect for traveling! Screen print or
embroider your logo to show your brand!

Fields Manufacturing

Color Comfort Adult Coloring Book
Who said coloring is just for kids? Adult coloring books
relieve stress and promote relaxation. Choose from 12
titles or go custom. Available with colored pencils and
kitting options. Made in USA.

Koolgator, LLC

Tubular Headwear Dual Purpose
Use this tubular headwear in a variety of different ways.
Use wet or dry. Made of 100% polyester fabric, this
lightweight, tubular fabric dries soft and is machine
washable. One size fits most.

Quikey Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Coaster

Quikey’s Coaster Sets easily feature categories of
products or services, describe company values or
programs and are a very effective recruiting tool!
Inexpensive and packaged for easy distribution.

Product Showcase
Portwest LLC

PW3 Extreme Breathable Rain Jacket
The PW3 Extreme jacket is the full expression of Portwest
Innovation. Engineered for endurance, to keep you working all
day no matter what the conditions.

My Green Bag! | Tout Un Sac!
Reusable Snacks Bag

Reusable Snack bag with food grade EVA lining. The lining
is heat sealed at the bottom, allowing to have dry and wet
snacks. The snack bag is dishwasher safe, making it a breeze
to clean after use.

Outdoor Cap Co, Inc.
Hat - OC503M

Golf in style with the OC503M and its striped crown design.
Moisture wicking polyester, mesh back panels, and a Q3®
wicking sweatband are great for keeping you cool during the
front and back nine.

Continental Marketing Services
Deluxe 40 Cans Cooler/Trunk Organizer

Made of Polycanvas 600D material with (Cube) fully padded
210D lining; (Cooler) Insulated, Heat sealed PEVA lining; Large
compartment w/cardboard plus a built-in 10” gusset cooler w/
zippered compartment; Folds flat w/buckle closure on both
sides for easy storage; Holds up to 50 lbs.

Product Showcase
ImprintID

Reusable Face Bandana
Imprint ID’s Reusable Face Bandanas are produced with a
Full Color Imprint and are ideal for maximum brand exposure.
The Bandanas are hemmed at the top and bottom to ensure
durability and safety. Machine washable / Adult and youth
sizes available.

Fields Manufacturing
Pop-Up Starter Kit

“Pop Up” Starter Kits contain everything you need to grow
flowers or herbs. “Pop Up” the container, add seeds and the
soil disk, then water. Available in 8 stock container designs.
Made in USA.

Quikey Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Key Chain

Quikey’s custom-shaped key tags create greater interest in
the recipient by visually emphasizing a product shape, graphic
element or client logo…boosting the effectiveness of your
client’s messaging!

Next Level Apparel

Unisex Ideal Heavyweight Crew L/S
The 1801 Unisex Ideal Heavyweight Crew L/S is the long sleeve
version of the 1800 tubular tee. Street-inspired, heavyweight
designed with precision, style, and softness to deliver a tubular
tee made out of 100% cotton.

StickerYou
Stickers

Create stickers, labels, decals and more in any shape or size
with no minimums. No die-cut or color charge. StickerYou’s
high quality products are shipped daily from FOB points in
Buffalo and Toronto.
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Next Level Apparel

Unisex PCH Fleece Pullover Hoody
The 9302 Unisex PCH Pullover Hoody is your best travel fleece
companion to keep you cozy and comfortable on long or short
journeys. Lightweight with matching drawstrings with front
pocket, ribbed cuffs, and band.

Continental Marketing Services
Classic Zip Tote

Made of Polycanvas 600D material with gray color accent front
zippered pocket for accessories; 28” reinforced web handles;
Zippered main compartment. Great for promotional events,
shows, work, school, transporting, etc.…

Steiner Innovations, LLC
Sweet Baby Shades (SBS)

Sweet Baby Shade’s (SBS) design protects infants and toddlers
from the sun, and now that protection extends to unwanted
human contact! With exceptional visibility, airflow, and a
universal fit, SBS is a perfect promotional product!

Outdoor Cap Co, Inc.
Hat - OC771P

Fun, eye-catching, and a little bit funky are just a few ways to
describe the new OC771P. With a comfort sweatband, and a
crown that’s perfect for patches, it’s the perfect blend of style
and comfort.

Product Showcase
Moleskine America
Smart Writing Set Ellipse

With the Smart Writing Set, every handwritten page appears
instantly on your digital device, ready to be edited, shared,
transcribed, and organized. Never lose a note again and enjoy
access to all your notebooks when you need them.

Koolgator, LLC

Tubular Headwear Heavy Duty
These Heavy Duty tubular headwear options offer even more
protection and are great for the cold winter months. Made of
stretchy, 100% polyester fabric, with a soft fleece inside. One
size fits most.

Lion Circle Corporation
Thought Bubble

Take a selfie! Perfect for your next virtual meeting, party or
logo branding. Great for social networking, product launches,
corporate events, and viral campaigns and. Kit includes 6
stock shapes.

Riviera Towel Company
Whistler Fleece Wrap Throw

New! The Whistler Personal Blanket. Developed for our
hospitality clients who needed warm wraps for outside dinning
on cool nights. The best of both worlds, flat woven 100%
Turkish cotton front and thick fleece back. Embroidery or
leather patch branding available. MSRP $58.

Product Showcase
Sunburn Alert

Sunburn Alert Color Change Sticker
KNOW WHEN TO REAPPLY SUNSCREEN with patented UV
Color Changing Body Stickers. Apply sunscreen to the sticker
& skin, when sticker turns blue, it’s time to reapply sunscreen. 1
sticker works all day long, wet or dry. Custom print any design.

BLUE GENERATION
Gaitor Hoodie

Never forget your mask again! Blue Generation’s INTEGRATED
Hoodie-Gaiter Combo is the perfect option to heat up sales in
Q1. Full Color SUBLIMATED Gaiter sewn into 3 Hoodie options
to hit every budget. MOQ 24pcs and Free Ground Freight!

Continental Marketing Services
On-the-Go Waist Bag

Made of 300D Ripstop material; Easy spot clean / Air dry; Three
zippered compartments with elastic adjustable cord detail for
bottle; Adjustable waist strap (fits up to 54”) with quick release
buckle; Pocket size fits smart phone on front or back. Great for
carrying all essentials while on the go.

Tranter Graphics, Inc.
Java Flex

The 17 oz. Java Flex is great for hot and cold beverages, toprack dishwasher safe, recyclable, and BPA free, just to name
a few of its appealing features. Available in Black & White, mix
and match for the perfect combination!

Product Showcase
RiteLine LLC

ALAMO Full Color Story Board Box
The Alamo Full Color Story Board Box is made of “antibacterial” plastic and can be decorated with any message to
coincide with any Alamo XL Clip imprint. Why just a brand,
when you can tell a story!

Koolgator, LLC

Tubular Headwear Economy
This Economy version of our tubular headwear is made from a
super stretchy, extra lightweight, 100% microfiber polyester fabric
that can be worn in many different ways! One size fits most.

Osborne Coinage Co.
Coins

Colorization takes coin customization to a new level of WOW!
Coins are a timeless promotional product, and adding color
makes them more unforgettable. They’re never discarded and
always appreciated.

Next Level Apparel
Women’s Ideal Crop Tee

The 1580 Women’s Crop Tee is the newest style add to the
price-conscious Ideal Collection. Inspired by the casual and
cool vibe of Southern California, this crop has a modest cut
and a length that hits just below the belly button.

W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Co.
Folding Pocket Knife

Prebooking for Summer 2021 is the new Case Canvas™ knife.
This new rollout takes the embellishing capabilities of our
parent company Zippo and applies them to a knife specifically
geared to the PPAI customer.

